
 
 

Resolutions of the XXVII Triennial Congress of Ukrainian Canadians 
 

 
 

GREETINGS 
 

1. The XXVII Triennial Congress of Ukrainian Canadians, taking place in Winnipeg, 
Manitoba, October 28-30, 2022, extends greetings to:  

 
• the heroic Ukrainian People, the Armed Forces of Ukraine, the President, 

Government, and Parliament of Ukraine, and pledges unequivocal and total support 
to the Ukrainian peoples’ defence of their country from Russia’s genocidal war of 
aggression;  

 
• the hierarchy and clergy of the Ukrainian Orthodox church, the Ukrainian Catholic 

church, the Ukrainian Evangelical Association of Canada and all spiritual leaders in 
the Ukrainian Canadian community;  

 
• the Government of Canada, Members of Parliament and Senate of Canada and 

expresses gratitude for their assistance to the Ukrainian people and the Ukrainian 
peoples’ heroic defence of Ukraine and of freedom in Europe;  

 
• the Anishininewuk, Dakota Oyate, Denesuline and Nehethowuk Nations, the Red 

River Métis, and the Inuit Peoples on whose ancestral lands we gather, and 
expresses sincere gratitude for their warm hospitality and support of the XXVII 
Triennial Congress of Ukrainian Canadians;  

 
• the Government of the Province of Manitoba and the City of Winnipeg and the 

people of Manitoba and Winnipeg, and expresses sincere gratitude for their warm 
hospitality and support for the XXVII Triennial Congress of Ukrainian Canadians;  

 
• the Ukrainian World Congress and national umbrella organizations of the Ukrainian 

diaspora around the world. 
 

 



RECOGNITIONS, COMMEMORATIONS AND 
ANNIVERSARIES  
 

2. 90TH COMMEMORATION OF THE HOLODOMOR-FAMINE GENOCIDE  
 

WHEREAS 2022-2023 marks the 90th commemoration of the Holodomor Famine-
Genocide of 1932-33 in Ukraine;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that UCC lead and coordinate the national commemorations of this 
genocide against the Ukrainian people committed by Stalin’s Soviet regime.  

 
 

3. 80TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE UKRAINIAN INSURGENT ARMY 
 

WHEREAS the XXVII Triennial Congress of Ukrainian Canadians is taking place in the year 
of the 80th anniversary of the founding in 1942 by the Organization of Ukrainian 
Nationalists (OUN) of the peoples’ Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA); 
 
AND WHEREAS the OUN and UPA waged a two-front struggle for liberation against the 
occupation of Ukraine – first by Nazi Germany and then Soviet Russia; 
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the Ukrainian Canadian Congress (UCC) join the global Ukrainian 
community in commemorating the military contribution of the UPA and its heroic fighters 
to the renewal of Ukrainian statehood. 

 
 

4. 90th ANNIVERSARY OF THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL FEDERATION OF CANADA 
 

WHEREAS the XXVII Triennial Congress of Ukrainian Canadians is taking place in the year 
of the 90th anniversary of the founding in 1932 of the Ukrainian National Federation of 
Canada;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC acknowledge the 90th anniversary of the Ukrainian National 
Federation of Canada.  

 
5. 130th ANNIVERSARY OF UKRAINIAN IMMIGRATION TO CANADA 

 
WHEREAS 2021 marked the 130th anniversary of Ukrainian immigration to Canada;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC acknowledge this anniversary.  
 
 



6. MULTICULTURALISM  
 

Whereas the XXVII Triennial Congress of Ukrainian Canadians is taking place in the city of 
Winnipeg, where 50 years ago last year, in 1971, at an earlier Congress of Ukrainian 
Canadians, Canada’s status as a multicultural nation was officially proclaimed by the 
Prime Minister of Canada;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC recognize and commemorate the historic initiative of 
Senator Paul Yuzyk and the contribution of the Ukrainian Canadian community to the 
official recognition of Canada as a multinational nation.  

 
 
 

THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION’S GENOCIDAL WAR OF 
AGGRESSION AGAINST UKRAINE  
 

7. EXPRESSING SOLIDARITY WITH UKRAINE AND THE UKRAINIAN PEOPLE  
 

WHEREAS the Russian Federation wages a genocidal war of aggression against Ukraine, 
and the Ukrainian people are courageously defending their country and the freedom of 
Europe from Russian tyranny; 
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the XXVII Triennial Congress of Ukrainian Canadians confirms its 
complete solidarity with and pledges to continue all possible support to Ukraine, the 
Ukrainian people in the homeland, the Ukrainian State, and, in particular, the heroic 
Armed Forces of Ukraine, and calls on all Ukrainians in the homeland and in the diaspora 
to national unity and respect for individual dignity and human rights – as the prerequisite 
for victory over the Russian aggressor and historic enemy of Ukraine.  
 

 
8. THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION’S GENOCIDE AGAINST THE UKRAINIAN PEOPLE 

 
WHEREAS the Russian Federation is purposefully committing genocide against the 
Ukrainian people, with the aim of devastating and depopulating Ukraine, in order to 
destroy its statehood and forcibly convert Ukraine to a territory of the so-called “Russian 
world”; 
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC condemn the Russian Federation’s genocide against the 
Ukrainian people and call on the international community to respond resolutely to the 
genocide perpetrated by the Russian Federation.  
 
 

 



9. THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION – STATE SUPPORTER OF TERRORISM 
 

WHEREAS in its genocidal war against Ukraine, the Russian Federation is committing acts 
of terrorism against Ukraine and the Ukrainian people;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC, through advocacy efforts, strengthen the pressure of the 
Ukrainian community on the Government of Canada in order to ensure the designation of 
the Russian Federation as a state supporter of terrorism. 

 
 

10. ASSISTANCE TO THE ARMED FORCES OF UKRAINE 
 

WHEREAS assistance to the Armed Forces of Ukraine (AFU) is today a priority task of the 
Ukrainian community; 
 
AND WHEREAS many different projects are initiated and implemented by many different 
organizations;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC establish a coordinating committee with representatives of 
member organizations to develop a database of these projects, exchange information, 
help set and develop priorities, target and strengthen the effectiveness and coordination 
of individual assistance projects. 

 
11. BOYCOTT OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 
 

WHEREAS the Russian Federation continues to wage a genocidal war against Ukraine;  
 

BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC call on all Canadians to boycott:  
- Russian products or Russian companies still operating in Canada; 
- Companies, businesses or institutions that continue to maintain direct or hidden 

ties with the Russian Federation. 
 
 

12. CANADA’S SANCTIONS POLICY  
 

WHEREAS the Government of Canada and its allies have used sanctions against the 
Russian Federation as a tool against aggression in Ukraine;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC continue to demand that the Government of Canada adhere 
to already implemented sanctions, and maximally strengthen its own sanctions against 
the Russian Federation, including the prohibition of issuance of visas to Russians wishing 
to enter Canada. 

 
 



13. PROVISION OF WEAPONS TO UKRAINE 
  

WHEREAS the provision of weapons from western states has been critical to Ukraine’s 
battlefield success and the defence of freedom in Europe;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC continue to demand that the Government of Canada 
accelerate and increase the delivery of weapons, military equipment and training to the 
Armed Forces of Ukraine.   
 
 

14. INVESTIGATION AND PROSECUTION OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION’S CRIMES IN 
UKRAINE 

 
WHEREAS in its illegal invasion of Ukraine, the Russian Federation, is committing genocide 
against the Ukrainian people, and systematically violates the Geneva Conventions and 
their Additional Protocols; 
  
AND WHEREAS Canada and our allies have forcefully denounced the Russian Federation 
for its genocidal and criminal actions; 
 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the UCC continue to work with the Canadian government to 
support the international investigation of the Russian Federation’s genocide, war crimes 
and crimes against humanity, with the intention of bringing charges at an international 
war crimes tribunal. 

 
15. RECONSTRUCTION AND REBUILDING OF UKRAINE 

 
WHEREAS the Russian Federation has destroyed hundreds of billions of dollars-worth of 
infrastructure in Ukraine during the course of its illegal invasion and occupation; 
  
AND WHEREAS Canada has a unique relationship with Ukraine rooted in the large 
Ukrainian Canadian diaspora; 
  
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the UCC advocate that the Canadian government: 

- Lead rebuilding efforts in Ukraine following Ukraine’s victory in the war; 
- Spearhead the development of a new “Marshall Plan” for Ukraine with the 

participation of our international partners and particularly our G7 allies, for the 
benefit of the Ukrainian people. 

 

 
 



16. SUPPORT FOR UKRAINIAN DISPLACED PERSONS    

WHEREAS Millions of Ukrainians have been displaced from their country by the Russian 
Federation’s war, and over 70,000 of them have sought refuge in Canada;  
 
AND WHEREAS the Government of Canada has implemented the Canada Ukraine 
Authorization for Emergency Travel (CUAET) visa and short-term income assistance and 
the CUAET program is currently set to expire on March 31, 2023;  
 
AND WHEREAS the branches and provincial councils of the UCC have responded strongly 
and worked with provincial governments to support displaced Ukrainians; 
  
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC continue to support Ukrainians displaced by the war in their 
social, professional, and psychological integration into the Ukrainian community and 
Canadian society; 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the UCC continue to advocate for the continued fair 
provision of services from the federal and provincial governments for Ukrainians 
displaced by the war, including in health, education, childcare, housing and all settlement 
services;   
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the UCC advocate for the extension of the CUAET program;  
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the UCC advocate on behalf of Ukrainian newcomers to 
ensure additional day care spaces are created to specifically support the CUAET program. 
 

 
17. ESTABLISHING A MEDAL HONOURING THE SACRIFICE OF CANADIANS KILLED OR 

WOUNDED FIGHTING IN DEFENCE OF UKRAINE’S FREEDOM  
 

WHEREAS Ukraine has appealed to citizens of foreign countries to voluntarily join 
Ukraine’s Armed Forces (the Foreign Legion) to defend Ukraine from the Russian 
Federation’s genocidal war of aggression and citizens of Canada have answered Ukraine’s 
call and have been killed or wounded in action;  
 
AND WHEREAS the Ukrainian Canadian community is profoundly grateful to all citizens of 
Canada who have joined the fight to defend Ukraine and the combat sacrifices that 
Canadians have made to defend Ukraine must be honoured and acknowledged;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC join the Ukrainian War Veterans Association of Canada 
(UWVA) in establishing a medal to be presented to citizens of Canada who have been 
killed or wounded in action serving in Ukraine’s Armed Forces in defence of Ukraine’s 
freedom, and that the UCC and UWVA establish a joint committee to award the medal. 
 



 
18.  EXPELLING RUSSIAN DIPLOMATS  

 
WHEREAS Multiple (19) European nations have expelled Russian diplomats in response to 
the Russian Federation’s invasion and genocide and atrocities against Ukraine;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the UCC advocate for the Canadian government to discontinue 
diplomatic relations with the Russian Federation and expel Russian diplomats from 
Canada.   

 
 

19.  DISINFORMATION  
 

WHEREAS the Russian Federation uses disinformation in its hybrid aggression against 
Ukraine and other democracies;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC continue to work with Governments of all levels to promote 
the importance of recognizing and defending against disinformation, foreign malign 
influence and intimidation against Ukraine and Canada;  
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the UCC encourage its members to actively combat 
disinformation wherever they may encounter it;  
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the UCC share its knowledge and expertise in combatting 
disinformation with other governments, communities and institutions.  

 
20. DISINFORMATION II 

 
WHEREAS there is a lack of media literacy and awareness of disinformation tactics;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC work with provincial governments to incorporate media 
literacy and critical thinking skills in curricula.  

 
21. DISINFORMATION III 

 
WHEREAS Western media too often portrays the Russian Federation’s war against 
Ukraine from the Russian perspective;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC establish a network of experts that can quickly provide 
reliable information regarding the reality on the ground in Ukraine.  

 
 
 
 



22. VISA-FREE TRAVEL 
 

WHEREAS, in 2017 the European Union implemented a visa-free travel regime for citizens 
of Ukraine;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC continue to advocate for Canada to follow the example of 
our European allies and establish a visa-free travel regime for Ukrainian citizens travelling 
to Canada.   

 

 
UKRAINIAN EDUCATION IN CANADA  
 

23. SUPPORT FOR UKRAINIAN SCHOOLS 
 

WHEREAS there has been a significant increase in the number of Ukrainian students who 
arrive in Canada because of the war in Ukraine;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC advocate for establishment and increases in public and 
private Ukrainian school programs, increases in spaces and financing for Ukrainian 
Catholic schools of the Byzantine rite with the goal of assisting in the development of 
education and ensuring the adaptation of children to new realities.  

 
24.  UKRAINIAN STUDIES  

 
WHEREAS the Russian Federation’s war of aggression against Ukraine and Ukrainians 
continues and there is an urgent need for accurate academic information about Ukraine 
and Ukrainians;   
 
AND WHEREAS Russian imperialist narratives continue to exist in academia; 
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC sponsor a conference/workshop to be held with academics 
and non-academics to examine the state of affairs of Ukrainian studies and the extent of 
russo-centrism in Canadian universities and colleges and to explore how to move forward 
into the future.  
 
 
 
 
 

 



COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT  
 
 

25. SUPPORT FOR UKRAINIAN CREDIT UNIONS IN CANADA 
 

WHEREAS Ukrainian credit unions in Canada have served as economic engines of the 
Ukrainian Canadian community for over 80 years to support Ukrainian organizations, 
enhance cultural, educational, and community life, and facilitate the realization of local, 
national, and international projects in the best interests of Ukrainian people; 
 
AND WHEREAS Ukrainian credit unions in Canada have provided over $33 million in 
donations and sponsorships over the last 14 years alone to various Ukrainian initiatives;  
 
AND WHEREAS the UCC recognizes the Ukrainian Canadian credit union network as a 
systemically important player in the community and the need to strengthen and grow this 
network so it can continue to serve the needs of the community, including the high 
number of individuals displaced to Canada by Russia’s war against Ukraine;   
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC shall support the concrete efforts of the Council of 
Ukrainian Credit Unions of Canada and its member cooperative financial institutions to 
engage the broader Ukrainian Canadian community to be active members of Ukrainian 
credit unions;  
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the UCC encourages its member organizations and their 
individual members, its major donors and benefactors, and Ukrainian churches to 
substantially increase their business dealings with Ukrainian credit unions in Canada;  
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the UCC work with the Council of Ukrainian Credit Unions 
of Canada to evaluate growth potential for the establishment of new Ukrainian credit 
unions across Canada or explore the expansion of existing ones across the country. 

 
26.  CANADA-UKRAINE FOUNDATION 

 
WHEREAS the Canada-Ukraine Foundation (CUF) emerged from a resolution at the 
Triennial Congress of Ukrainian Canadians in 1995 (Winnipeg);  
 
AND WHEREAS three years ago the XXVI Triennial Congress of Ukrainian Canadians 
reinforced the mandate of the CUF;  
 
AND WHEREAS thanks to CUF’s positive track record and reputation of delivering 
humanitarian aid to Ukraine for almost three decades, in January 2022 UCC and CUF 
launched what became the largest single fundraising initiative in the history of the 
Ukrainian Canadian community, the Ukraine Humanitarian Appeal;  



 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC and all its provincial and local branches and member 
organizations continue to support CUF in its work to coordinate, develop organize and 
deliver humanitarian aid to Ukraine and continue to advocate for support from the 
people and various levels of government of Canada. 

 
 

27. FUNDRAISING  
 

WHEREAS fundraising is a critically vital capability in all our community organizations, and 
requires particular knowledge and skills: 
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC develop and deliver regular skill-development workshops 
and seminars around fundraising, grant writing and other relevant financial topics; 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the UCC develop a mentorship program to connect 
community organizations with fundraising professionals. 

 
28.  LEADERSHIP I 

 
WHEREAS active citizen involvement is of significant importance to the UCC;   
 
AND WHEREAS it is a key priority of the UCC to engage youth to take part in the activities 
of UCC; 
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC call on UCC member organizations to encourage young 
people to apply for UCC’s parliamentary internship program;  
  
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the UCC develop a distinct national strategy to identify and 
encourage involvement and engagement in all aspects of community advocacy.  

 
 

29. LEADERSHIP II 
 

WHEREAS there is a need to continue to build and support our community;  
 
AND WHEREAS new volunteers are joining the organized community;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC develop a program to orient new volunteers to the 
Ukrainian Canadian community, its history and organizations;  
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the UCC hold workshops to support the community on, 
effective volunteerism and volunteer motivation, mentorship, leadership skill 
development, succession planning, and organizational sustainability.  



 

30. GOVERNANCE 

WHEREAS the Ukrainian community is seeking to improve the governance of the 
Ukrainian community in Canada;  

BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC seek to make resources available to promote good 
governance to UCC councils and branches;  

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the UCC develop a Best Practices in Governance Guide and 
make it available to all its member organizations in 2023.  

31. FOSTERING DIVERSITY 
 

WHEREAS the Ukrainian Canadian community encompasses a wide variety of individuals 
and groups with diverse identities; 
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC continue to strive to foster an environment where all feel 
welcomed, valued, respected and have access to equal opportunity, regardless of gender, 
sexual orientation, race, religion, age, gender identity or gender expression, marital 
status, national origin, or disability;  
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the UCC develop, discuss, and engage in consistent 
advocacy strategies to encourage communal learning and growth. 
  

 
32.  COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND CULTURE 

 
WHEREAS the Ukrainian Canadian community is large and diverse and Ukrainian Canadian 
culture reflects that diversity and many cultural activities take place across the country;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC, provincial councils and local branches strive to be inclusive 
of newcomer and cultural groups that are not yet members of UCC, provincial councils, 
local branches; 
 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the UCC undertake a study of the evolving needs of the 
Ukrainian-Canadian cultural community and identify ways in which these organizations 
can be further supported through development of best practices, coordination and 
information sharing. 
 
 
 
 



33. TARAS SHEVCHENKO MEDAL  
 

WHEREAS currently the Shevchenko Medal provides recognition only for voluntary 
national contributions towards the development and enhancement of the Ukrainian 
Canadian community and does not recognize individuals who are paid professionals e.g. 
artists, athletes, journalists, scholars, scientists etc., 
 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT that the criteria for the Shevchenko Medal be expanded to 
recognize / include outstanding and significant professional contributions by individuals 
that have an impact on our Ukrainian Canadian community. 

 
34. RESOLUTIONS PROCESS 

 
WHEREAS the Triennial Congress of Ukrainian Canadians is the highest decision-making 
body of the UCC and the Triennial Congress sets the policy direction and priorities for the 
UCC for the next three years;  
 
AND WHEREAS the drafting, discussion, and adoption of Resolutions by Triennial 
Congresses is an integral part of setting the policy and direction of the UCC and the 
Triennial Congress acknowledges the work that has been done leading up to the XXVII 
Congress to evolve, adopt and perfect the resolutions process;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the XXVII Triennial Congress of Ukrainian Canadians mandates the 
incoming Board of Directors of the UCC to continue this work and confers on this Board 
the authority to adopt a new resolutions process for the XXVIII Triennial Congress.  

 
 
 

SUPPORTING DEMOCRACY 
 

35. ESTABLISHMENT OF A CAPTIVE NATIONS WEEK 
 

WHEREAS the former Soviet Union, and the Russian Empire before it, were known as the 
“Prison of Nations” for their repressive, colonial occupation of the territories of many 
different non-Russian ethnic minorities, and the Russian Federation is responsible for this 
imperial legacy; 
  
BE IT RESOLVED THAT the UCC approach these ethnic communities to establish working 
relationships, and, in concert with its partners in Canada and internationally, work with 
the Canadian government to establish a Captive Nations Week to raise public awareness 
of and highlight the plight of captive nations oppressed within the Russian Federation.  

 



 
36. SUPPORT FOR DEMOCRACY IN IRAN 

 
WHEREAS the Iranian people are courageously protesting in support of democratic rights 
against the repressive, authoritarian regime of the Islamic Republic of Iran;  
 
BE IT RESOLVED that the UCC express solidarity with the Iranian people   and condemn 
the Iranian regime’s attempts to repress democratic rights and condemn the Iranian 
regime’s support for the Russian Federation’s military aggression against Ukraine. 

 


